Displays in healthcare
Easy patient access to information, education and entertainment materials

The patient experience no longer resides just with the doctor but also with the infrastructure around the
doctor. Whether it is the initial visit to the doctor’s office, visitors needing directions within the hospital,
relatives seeking patient updates, or patient room engagement, Samsung’s vast portfolio of displays
provides the visual solutions that touch every aspect of a hospital visit and stay.
These solutions can cover the patient room, the hospital cafeteria, the waiting room, hallway
navigation, donor walls, as well as teaching centers. And the solutions are easy to implement, update,
or change because of display features such as integrated Wi-Fi, modular touch overlays, and an
embedded media player.
Stunning picture quality, up to 50% energy
savings, hospital compliant features and a full
portfolio of easy to use solutions make Samsung
displays and monitors the choice for hospitals
and long-term care.

Why Samsung Displays?

Internal smart signage platform media
player offering ease of use and no
additional cost for external box

Touch overlay for interactive wayfinding
and eboard conference room solution
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Full array of sizes (10"-105") to meet
hospital requirements in any space

Displays in healthcare
Making Your Room Intelligent
Samsung eboards can display a wide variety of information for a patient to read in their room, such as room
phone number, names and photos of their caretaker team, and their schedule for the day. Combine the eboard
with Samsung TVs and tablets and the patient has an integrated intelligent room at their fingertips
for increased patient satisfaction during their hospital stay.

Key Samsung Display
Solution Providers

Waiting Room Anxiety
Waiting for a loved one who is undergoing surgery and trying to find out their status can be very stressful.
Real-time communication to family members and friends is extremely beneficial to them, as well as to the
hospital and their patient satisfaction scores. Samsung reliable and energy efficient displays communicate
the latest up-to-date patient information to families, friends, and medical staff.

Navigating The Hospital Maze
Hospitals are becoming more aware that patients and visitors struggle to navigate the maze of the modern
medical complex. This only adds to patients’ anxiety at a time when many are feeling ill. Samsung interactive
wayfinder displays with modular touch overlays assist those who are seeking out their doctor or testing
location. Our display solutions also provide security and emergency alerts, as well as communicating
hospital events and programs.

Smart signage TV for use in
hospitals and long-term care
200+ Templates
Mobile Device
Content Management
Full HD Display
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Smart signage platforms
for use in hospitals and
long-term care
32"-95" Screens
Built-in WiFi
Internal Media Player
Optional Touch Overlay

Videowall for use in hospitals
and long-term care

Monitors for use in nursing
stations and back office

Advanced Color Management
Optional Magic Info
Videowall software
Ultra-narrow Bezels

LED Energy Saver
Quad Screen
Split Screen
Picture in Picture
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Samsung Electronics has been named 2015 ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year in the product manufacturing category by the U.S.
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